Catalogue publication
Quick and easy publication of spare parts catalogues
from one data pool for each medium
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Publish spare parts
fast and easy


Create all catalogue media from a data pool



Catalogues for print, USB stick, internet, tablet, smartphone, intranet



No multiple processing of data

You are responsible for creating and publishing your catalogues.

Once created, the content can be reused and published in

But every user needs a different type of catalogue. This causes a

different media with multiple repetitions.

high expenditure of time during creation and publication. Data

This has several advantages for you:

must be collected from different systems, individual settings



must be made for each user and the publication must be adapted
to the respective location situation.

less effort for maintenance, quality assurance and
translation



The aim of the PARTS-PUBLISHER catalogue system is to simplify
your daily work as much as possible and to provide a solution for

less redundant, incorrect or unnecessary information

Secure current data and an improved quality of your service

every requirement.

documentation. The system allows just-in-time production of

Consolidate your data from all systems into a single data pool.

specific catalogues at reduced costs and production times.

You can generate the required information from a single source

Now you can decide where you want to publish your data - online,

and create catalogues for the Internet, Intranet, CD, USB and

offline, as print PDF or for mobile devices.

paper at the touch of a button.
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Catalogue media


Publishing at the push of a button – no hidden costs



Publish any medium from one source

The spare parts catalog system allows you to publish catalogs for

ENJOY TARGETED ACCESS:

Internet, USB, CD/DVD, print using the single-source method - all

PARTS PUBLISHER catalogues offer optimised spare parts and

data from one source - automatically and at the push of a button.

service information at all times. For the employees of your

The published catalogues do not have to be installed.

company, for your customers, dealers and suppliers.

Online publication – for Internet and Intranet


Accessible via Internet and Intranet



Catalogues are available at any time for your customers and employees



Save on printing and distribution costs

Create your catalogues for the Internet and

The catalogue system PARTS-PUBLISHER uses the latest browser

Intranet with the catalogue system PARTS-

technology for a perfect presentation - no matter in which

PUBLISHER.

situation and environment.

You do not need any technical know-how for this.An Internet

Save time, effort and money when publishing your Internet

catalogue is generated fully automatically from an already

spare parts catalogues. It is no longer necessary to create media

created catalogue - with a single mouse click from the authoring

carriers; the distribution is also no longer a necessity.

environment.

Offline publication– USB, CD, DVD or Blu-Ray
Publish spare parts catalogues on USB stick, CD,

Offline catalogues are particularly advantageous for use by

DVD or Blu-Ray for use without Internet

customers with increased security requirements, e.g. in the

connection.
With the PARTS-PUBLISHER catalogue system, your customers,

medical sector, where often no Internet connection is available
or permitted.

dealers or employees can use the catalogues provided by you

However, the service technician still has full access to all service-

even without an Internet connection.

relevant information.

One mouse click is all it takes to create an offline catalogue. The

These catalogues function without any connection to the Inter-

catalogue is opened via an application on the user‘s terminal

net, but can be updated online („stand-alone“).

device. An installation of the software is not necessary.

Publish offline spare parts catalogues and save effort, time and
money. Printing costs are completely eliminated.

Print catalogues – PDF or on paper


Accessible via Internet and Intranet



Catalogues available at all times for your customers and employees



Save printing and distribution costs

Create

The PARTS-PUBLISHER catalogue system also offers a

The output of the print catalogues can be triggered „on demand“

wide range of publication options for a paper edition of

at the click of a mouse. Decide for yourself whether you want to

the catalogue.

output the complete catalogue or only required parts.

spare

parts

catalogues

from

your

data

The end user, e.g. your service technician, can also output print

quickly, efficiently and flexibly on paper or as PDF files.

catalogues from a fully published online and offline catalogue at

The catalogue system offers you a configuration tool with

the touch of a button.

which you can design the layouts of your catalogues yourself.

Individual catalogues


machine-specific and customised catalogues



multi-lingual catalogues

A123

Enjoy full control over publications with the content you want for
your target audiences in the appropriate languages and layouts.

Machine-specific and
customized catalogs with
a single mouse click

Catalogues in all languages

Your advantage: You respond specifically to user needs. A wide

With PARTS-PUBLISHER, you are internationally flexible.

range of applications is available for this purpose.

You can provide catalogues for your employees and customers

The spare parts catalogue system offers defined access and

in their local language - including Chinese, Japanese, Russian,

targeted access to service-relevant data and information for

Arabic, and many more - worldwide and at the touch of a button.

service employees, dealers or customers.
Easily publish machine-specific and user-specific catalogues.

The users can change at any time within the catalogue into the
language activated by you.

Catalogue preview
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Real image display



Possibility of control before publishing

WYSIWYG (What you see is what you get)

You only see the catalogue after the publication of the media, but
want to check and correct all data beforehand in order to be more
efficient?
In accordance with WYSIWYG, you check the appearance of your
catalogue and the correctness of the data before publication. The
catalogue is displayed exactly as it will look later in printed form or
published online. This practical control option reduces error rates
and uncertainties.

Update and automate
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UPDATE



Update with the push of a button



Automation on demand

Your catalogues are always up to date. Published catalogues can
be updated quickly and easily, regardless of the medium. After
updating the dataset, the catalogue system guides you step-bystep through the process to update data, documents and even the
configuration of the catalogues.
Your customers and employees are always happy about up-todate catalogues - no matter which medium you use. You save the
costs for the new production of catalogues, e.g. for
Offline media including shipping costs. The effort for a catalogue
update is negligible. Regular updates can easily be carried out as
needed.
In contrast to manual, conventional methods, no special knowhow is required to update catalogues that have already been
published.
Depending on requirements and wishes, the updating of the
catalogues can also be carried out completely autonomously.

Protection of sensitive catalogue data
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Password protection



Copy protection



Encrypted communication and transmission



Hardware Dongle

In many cases, the data within a spare parts catalogue or service

For the manufacturer, unauthorized access to sensitive data

information system contains sensitive and business-relevant

can always mean the loss of knowledge and sales in the new

information that must not fall into the hands of unauthorised

parts, spare parts and service business. We therefore integrate

individuals.

effective protection mechanisms that are easy to use and do not
hinder the use of the catalogues.

Case studies of our customers

2x

3,5 x
more effectiveness

more
online catalogues

with maximum profit

An electrical and heating appliance manufacturer with over

With the introduction of the interactive spare parts catalogue,

3,000 employees was able to double the number of branded and

a leading manufacturer of construction and special machinery

Internet catalogues with PARTS-PUBLISHER.

increased its catalogue production by a factor of three and a half.

An interactive spare parts catalogue guarantees data that is

Previously, the company produced around 300 paper catalogues

available faster and regularly updated - through automated data

a year. Creating a catalogue has been very time-consuming up to

checking and catalogue updates.

now and took several weeks.

The manufacturer increased both the quality and quantity in the

With PARTS-PUBLISHER, which was smoothly integrated into the

production of its catalogues. He now updates his spare parts

existing system landscape, the manufacturer now generates

catalogues 6 times a year.

over 1100 catalogues per year „on demand“. Time expenditure
for the creation of an offline catalogue on CD or USB stick:
max. 15 minutes. This not only saves costs, but also time!

Publication process
Publish your catalogue in the blink of an eye
Up to now, publishing and distributing your spare parts catalogue has been a timeconsuming process for you. It costs you a lot of time, resources and nerves. With the
PARTS-PUBLISHER catalogue system, that‘s all a thing of the past. Now you can publish
your catalogues in just a few steps.

Prerequisite for publication
You have imported all the data into the catalog
system and the structure is defined. You have
adapted the templates and layouts for the

Lean back: The system intelligently queries your general conditions, the rest takes place

publications.

completely automatically. You do not need to bring any know-how with you. The system

Everything is ready to be published.

is very intuitive to operate.
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SELECT
DATA

With one click, you select the medium in which the catalogue should be published.
If, for example, you would like to publish your catalogue on the Internet, select as medium
„online catalogue“.

In the second step, you select who should receive the catalogue.
You have created different templates for different target groups, from which you can now
choose. The template determines which information the target group sees and which
does not.
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CHOOSE
CATALOGUE
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SPECIFY
TARGET GROUP

Now select the scope of the catalogue for your target group.
Should the catalogue only contain a specific assembly or should it represent the entire
machine? Catalogues with several machines are also possible.
This enables you to publish specific catalogues for individual user groups quickly and
easily.

The catalogue system now publishes the desired catalogue under the conditions you set.
You can follow this process in detail. In a few minutes, your catalogue is stored in the
defined location and ready to be uploaded to the server.
The process is also identical for every other medium.
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DISTRIBUTE
CATALOGUE

Contact us

sales@docware.de

+49 911 97759 -75

www.docware.com

You want to know more?
Learn all about PARTS-PUBLISHER - the digital transformation of your service!
Get a 360° service view of your machines. All your information is structured, linked and
digitally processed. Anytime, anywhere, in a flexible and scalable spare parts catalogue

www.docware.com/
spare-parts-catalogue

and service information system.
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